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1. Introduction
In the study of photochemical reactions laser pulses serve
as both reagent and measuring device. The role of meas-
uring device has been exemplified by ultrafast spectros-
copies that exploit broadband optical pulses to probe mo-
lecular dynamics with femtosecond time resolution. More
sophisticated multi-dimensional spectroscopies are using
optical pulse-shaping to take measurement of molecular
level quantum coherence to a new level of sensitivity and
selectivity.[1–4] The role for laser pulses as reagents is less
explored, but has the potential to address one of the fun-
damental goals of chemistry: control of chemical reactivi-
ty. While in most spectroscopic studies the role of the in-
cident “pump” pulse is limited to that of a tunable energy
source, the field of optical coherent control focuses on de-
signing optical fields that will drive the light–matter inter-
action toward a particular chemical outcome. Owing to
over a decade of technical advances in the development
of broadband lasers and optical manipulation, it is now
possible to create complex pulses in the laboratory with
commercial pulse shapers. A typical scheme using a spatial
light modulator or acousto-optic modulator to manipulate
broadband optical pulses is illustrated in Figure 1. These
shaped pulses may be used as smart reagents,[5–8] or smart
catalysts,[9] to control molecular dynamics and chemical
reactivity by producing specific quantum states or by
steering a molecule through a series of light–matter inter-
actions.
The majority of optical control experiments have used
shaped visible or near-IR pulses. The capability for opti-
cal pulse shaping has recently been extended to the ultra-
violet region of the spectrum using an acousto-optic mod-
ulator in a 4-f arrangement (Figure 1),[10–12] an acousto-
optic programmable dispersive filter (AOPDF, Dazzler,
Fastlite),[13,14] or a microelectromechanical system
(MEMS) array.[15,16] The ability to manipulate and charac-
terize ultraviolet pulses greatly extends the range of
chemical systems available for spectroscopic investigation
and control using shaped pulses. Many important small
molecule systems absorb between 200 and 400 nm, and
may now be studied, including both cyclohexadiene ring-
opening reactions and cis-stilbene isomerization reac-
tions.[11,14,17]
Identifying shaped optical pulses that will act as chemi-
cal reagents is a challenge. The space of potential pulse
shapes — potential reagents — is enormous, and the
identification of optimally effective reagents or catalysts
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poses a significant problem. Computational methods are
at present insufficient to identify appropriate pulse
shapes for all but the simplest of physical systems. If
physical intuition can be used to sufficiently limit the
search space, a systematic search can be used to identify
optimal pulses. In many cases, however, an appropriate
reduced search space is not obvious a priori. In these sit-
uations the system itself can be used to identify reagent
pulses through adaptive learning algorithms.[18] These al-
gorithms have been widely implemented.[19–22]
The second major challenge in coherent control is to
identify the mechanism or mechanisms responsible for
control. Even after reagent pulses have been found, it
may not be clear which pulse features contribute to con-
trol. In this article we review the use of feedback search
methods to achieve and to understand optical control, fo-
cusing on the phenomenological analysis of multiphoton
adaptive control experiments in a variety of systems.
2. Adaptive Control Concepts
2.1. Learning Algorithms and the Search for Optimal Pulses
Optical control of complex reactive systems begins with
the identification of fields capable of achieving the de-
sired target state. Quantum optimal control theory[23]
allows the calculation of optimal pulses by propagation of
wave packets under the Hamiltonian of a test field. How-
ever, even a molecule as small as cyclohexadiene, with 36
vibrational degrees of freedom, is large enough to prohib-
it sufficiently accurate electronic structure calculations.
When the influence of a solvent bath and decoherence
are included, the problem is computationally intractable
by current methods. Instead, it is possible to approach the
problem empirically with an experimental search for ef-
fective pulse shapes. Since the size of the optical parame-
ter space typically precludes an exhaustive experimental
search, an iterative search algorithm incorporating experi-
mental feedback is used instead.[18,21,24] The effect of
a given field on the system of interest is evaluated experi-
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Figure 1. Schematic of a Fourier-domain “4-f” optical pulse shaper
capable of modifying the characteristics of an ultrafast optical
pulse. By modifying the phase and amplitude of an input pulse
(left) in the frequency domain, a shaped output pulse (right) is cre-
ated.
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mentally, and then the algorithm uses this information to
identify further candidate fields for evaluation.
Following a suggestion by Judson and Rabitz,[18] genetic
algorithms incorporating experimental feedback have
become widely used to search for control fields. The ge-
netic algorithm (GA) is a search and optimization strat-
egy inspired by biological evolution. Although there is no
guarantee that a GA will identify a globally optimal pulse
for control, GAs have proven remarkably able to identify
nontrivial control fields in a wide variety of physical sys-
tems.[10,20,21, 25] Inside the algorithm, each optical pulse is
represented as a string of numbers (a genome). In our ex-
periments, pulse genomes typically consist of spectral
phase and/or amplitude as a function of wavelength.[22]
The algorithm begins with a random initial collection of
pulses (a population). Each pulse in the population is
tested against the control objective and assigned a merit
score, or fitness. In a typical experiment, this evaluation
step involves using a computer-controlled pulse shaper to
physically create the pulse encoded by the genome,
having the pulse interact with the system under investiga-
tion, and then measuring some effect such as a change in
absorption. After the entire population of pulses has
been evaluated, mating and mutation operators are ap-
plied to the genomes of the higher-merit pulses to pro-
duce a new generation of pulses. Genomes with high fit-
ness tend to encode desirable pulse traits, and these traits
eventually dominate the population. A refinement of the
GA involves the inclusion of an adaptive learning step
that evaluates the relative success of the various mating
and mutation operators at improving the fitness of the
each generation and weights the use of each operator ac-
cording to its past accomplishment.[22]
The choice of basis for performing the search (the rep-
resentation used for genomes) and the choice of basis for
performing any analysis are important.[26] The choice of
search space parameterization affects the ease with which
solutions are found and even which solutions are
found.[27,28] Theory, simulation, and experiment have all
shown that in general there exist distinct solutions that
perform equally well.[28–30] The influence of basis set and
parameterization on experimental outcomes and the pres-
ence of multiple solutions complicate efforts to extract
physical insight into control mechanisms from adaptive
control experiments.
2.2. Coherent Control Mechanisms
Optical control over molecular dynamics using learning
algorithms and shaped ultrafast laser pulses has been re-
alized experimentally in many forms,[5–8] including strong-
field multiphoton control of molecular rearrangements in
the gas phase,[20,21, 26,31–40] control of excited-state popula-
tions in resonant transitions in liquids,[25,41–51] and limited
control of condensed phase isomerization reactions.[52–55]
Literature discussions of coherent control mecha-
nisms[56–60] typically invoke one or more of the three pro-
cesses illustrated schematically in Figure 2: (a) interfering
multiphoton pathways, (b) “pump–dump” sequences, and
(c) wavelength tuning.
The theory for control mechanisms involving multiple
pathway interference (Figure 2a) has been developed by
Brumer and Shapiro.[58,59,61] The high density of states
present in molecules and the ability of the optical field to
excite various transitions lead to a large number of possi-
ble paths between the initial and final states. The driving
laser field is coherent and so excites a coherent set of
quantum pathways. These pathways then interfere, result-
ing in a molecular version of Youngs double-slit experi-
ment. Manipulating the driving field changes the interfer-
ences and thus the outcome.[62]
Figure 2b illustrates the “pump–dump” mechanism de-
scribed extensively by Tannor and Rice.[60,63] Conceptual-
ly, pump–dump uses the timing between sequential inter-
actions to direct the temporal evolution of a wave packet.
In the simplest form a sequence of precisely timed inter-
actions is used to manipulate the electronic state popula-
tion and wave packet dynamics. Although this mechanism
is often called a pump–dump mechanism, as the most
common interactions involve cycling between the ground
and excited electronic state, the mechanism can also in-
volve excitations to higher excited electronic states. In
one particularly interesting recent example, multiphoton
pump–repump schemes were exploited to distinguish
nearly identical molecules.[10,64,65] Small variations in the
dynamics allow optimal dynamic discrimination (ODD)
of molecules with nearly indistinguishable optical proper-
ties.
Multiphoton interference within the optical field may
enhance or suppress the multiphoton transition probabili-
ty for a given transition via shaping the nonlinear power
spectrum of the pulse (discussed in more detail
below).[66–69] This mechanism is illustrated in Figure 2c.
Although this third mechanism is not a molecular quan-
tum control mechanism, since the “control” is entirely
Figure 2. Cartoon illustrating three mechanisms for multiphoton
control of chemical dynamics.
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confined to the classical radiation field, it must be taken
into account any time the control process involves multi-
photon excitation. Excitation control achieved through
tuning multiphoton transition probabilities has been ex-
ploited to selectively excite spectrally overlapping dye
molecules in solution,[43] excite fluorescent probes in
living systems while suppressing autofluorescence,[68] and
to optimize different orders of multiphoton absorp-
tion.[67,69] Under the formalism of Brixner et al. ,[70] spec-
tral control via the two-photon absorption (TPA) spec-
trum of the target state was recently identified by Ogilvie
et al.[71] and by Montgomery and Damrauer.[49]
3. Identifying Control Parameters in
Multidimensional Search Sets
During each GA search, hundreds or thousands of differ-
ent pulses shapes are evaluated. Systematic analysis of
correlations between pulse characteristics and pulse per-
formance for all of the pulses in the search set[72,73] has
the potential to reduce the multidimensional genome
space to a minimal set of control parameters.[38,52,73–76] In-
tuitive parameter reduction is guided by a phenomenolog-
ical hypothesis: if a parameter X is highly correlated with
fitness, then parameter X is a control parameter. This
statement holds true in the simple case of optimizing
second harmonic generation: SHG is known to depend
on I2, where I(t) is the intensity of the optical pulse, thus
I2 is correlated with fitness. SHG depends on the magni-
tude of linear chirp, but not the sign. Fitness is observed
to be highly correlated with jf’’(w0) j , but is uncorrelated
with the sign of chirp.
Even processes as simple as two-photon absorption or
SHG, however, introduce complications into the direct
correlation of a specific parameter with fitness. When the
pulse is sufficiently intense the transform-limited pulses
with the maximum peak intensity may not provide
a unique or optimal solution to a search for maximum
SHG.[29] Recent work has concentrated on elucidation of
the nature of fitness landscapes using two photon absorp-
tion and second harmonic generation as test
cases.[27,29, 77–79]
More formally, several strategies based on covariance
analysis have been demonstrated recently to determine
minimal sets of control parameters in complex reactive
systems, including applications of principle component
analysis (PCA) (dubbed Principle Control Analysis by
White et al.),[73] and partial least squares regression (PLS)
analysis by Montgomery et al.[72,75] Before discussing
these multivariate techniques, we review single-parameter
controls.
3.1. Intuitive Parameter Reduction
3.1.1. Pulse Intensity and Nonlinear Power Spectrum
Nonlinear power spectra provide an intuitive way to con-
sider the effect of shaped pulses on multiphoton transi-
tions. The probability of n-photon absorption at w is pro-
portional to the nonlinear power spectrum Sn(w) that re-
sults from summing the contributions of all photon n-
tuples in the pulse bandwidth whose total energy sums to
w:
SnðwÞ ¼ j
Z Z
. . .
Z
dW1 . . . dWn1 EðW1Þ . . .
EðWn1Þ Eðw-W1 . . . -Wn1ÞÞj2
where E(W)=A(W)exp(if(W)) is the Fourier transform
of the time-dependent electric field. Interference between
components of the fundamental field shapes the nonlin-
ear power spectrum; in particular, Sn(w) can be shaped
by manipulation of the spectral phase f(w) alone.
As an example of how the nonlinear power spectrum
S2(w) of optimal pulses was identified as a likely control
parameter for two photon absorption, we describe results
from a recent investigation of saturated absorption in the
laser dye LD690.[80] The nonlinear absorption spectrum
(NLAS) of LD690, defined by the spectrum of light trans-
mitted through an optically saturated solution, was
probed as a function of pulse intensity, spectrum, and
spectral phase. When LD690 is excited by pulses on the
blue side of the ground state absorption spectrum, the
NLAS revealed signatures of excited state absorption and
stimulated resonance Raman scattering that depended on
pulse chirp. A genetic algorithm was used to identify
pulses capable of maximizing and minimizing exited state
absorption at 560 nm (Figure 3, top). Calculation of the
2nd order nonlinear power spectrum S2(w) of optimal
pulses showed a correlation between a sharp S2(w) fea-
ture and increased excited state absorption. Our analysis
suggested that the algorithm explored tuning S2(w) to op-
timize the absorption signal fitness criterion.
Nonlinear power spectra may not provide the most rel-
evant parameterization, and multiphoton control of Sn(w)
does not necessarily correlate highly with fitness. To illus-
trate this, we describe results from a series of investiga-
tions where multiphoton control of the 1,3-cyclohexa-
diene (CHD) to cis-hexatriene (Z-HT) ring opening reac-
tion in solution was pursued using shaped pulses centered
at 800 nm to launch a wavepacket on the excited elec-
tronic states.[52,53] The presence of Z-HT was detected via
absorption of an ultraviolet probe. Experimental details
may be found in refs. [52] and [53]. The best shaped
pulses produced twice as much Z-HT as a transform-lim-
ited 800 nm pulse, with the highest yields of Z-HT occur-
ring for pulses possessing substantial negative quadratic
phase.
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Because the coherent control scheme relied on multi-
photon absorption to initiate the CHD ring-opening,
pulse intensity was expected to be a dominant control pa-
rameter for Z-HT production. The probability of three-
photon absorption scales as sS3(w)dw or sI3(t)dt in the
wide-linewidth limit. Remarkably, little correlation with
peak pump intensity was observed. Non-transform-limit-
ed pulses were found to be effective despite the anticipat-
ed intensity dependence.[52,53]
The data also exhibited little or no correlation between
the intensity at any given wavelength in the three-photon
spectrum and the fitness or photoproduct signal, as illus-
trated in Figure 4. In this case, the intuitive parameter re-
duction turned out not to be the control parameter. This
example potentially breaks down the guiding hypothesis
(I3 is known to be a control parameter, but does not cor-
relate with fitness), but it may be a false counterexample
if an unidentified control parameter influences fitness in
competition with I3.
3.1.2. Chirp Space
Comparison of pulse fitness with peak intensity or specif-
ic spectral features can lend insight into potential control
mechanisms. In many instances the influence of pulse pa-
rameters on the control mechanism may be subtle and re-
quire a more detailed analysis of the pulse parameters. In
most experiments, the pulse shaping apparatus and search
algorithms do not incorporate molecule-specific knowl-
edge. Instead, the search is conducted in a basis deter-
mined by experimental convenience, for example the
spectral phase at each pixel of the pulse shaper. The re-
sulting search space is typically high-dimensional and dif-
ficult to visualize. Reducing the dimensionality of the pa-
rameter space can aid in the analysis and interpretation
of the pulse fitness.
In the two examples that follow, plotting fitness as
a function of projection onto linear and quadratic chirp
coefficients lent insight into the nature of the optimiza-
tion. A Taylor series expansion of the spectral phase pro-
vides a useful intuitive representation for many experi-
ments since the low-order terms immediately provide in-
formation about time shifts, linear chirp, and quadratic
chirp. If pulse phase varies relatively smoothly then the
leading terms in the Taylor expansion will dominate the
description of the pulses. These variables are used to gen-
erate a fitness landscape, representing a map of how fit-
ness might depend on the reduced parameter space.
Two-parameter fitness maps are plotted in the middle
and bottom panels of Figure 5 for data obtained from ex-
periments on the ring-opening reaction of CHD in two
solvents, cyclohexane and hexane.[53] These solutions were
studied because control experiments in neat solvents had
revealed that multi-photon interactions in cyclohexane re-
sulted in side reactions with permanent photoproducts
absorbing in the same spectral region as Z-HT, including
Figure 3. Top: The nonlinear absorption spectrum as a function of
linear chirp. White corresponds to maximum absorption, black cor-
responds to negative absorption (stimulated emission or stimulat-
ed Raman), and grey corresponds to little or no absorption or
emission. Below these spectra are plotted line-outs of the optimal
spectra obtained when the fitness goal was to maximize (left) or
minimize (right) the absorption around 560 nm indicated by the
grey shaded region. The dashed lines are the optimal spectra
when only the linear chirp was varied (f’’=400 fs2 maximizes the
absorption and f’’=350 fs2 minimizes the absorption (i.e. , maxi-
mizes the emission)). The solid lines are the spectra obtained using
optimal pulses identified in GA searches where many pulse param-
eters could be varied. The dotted lines are the linear ground state
absorption spectrum of LD690. Bottom: The second order nonlin-
ear power spectrum S2(w) for the optimal pulses using linear chirp
alone (dashed lines) and for the GA result (solid lines). The dotted
line is the expected S2(w) for a transform limited pulse.
Figure 4. Left: Schematic for 3-photon excitation of CHD produc-
ing cis-hexatriene (tZt-HT). Right: Correlation of fitness with three
photon intensity for the excitation of CHD in hexane for two differ-
ent data sets (solid and dotted grey lines). Zero indicates no corre-
lation with fitness; positive numbers indicate a positive correlation;
and negative numbers an anticorrelation with fitness. The solid
black line is the calculated 3rd order power spectrum for transform
limited pulses. The dashed line is the linear absorption spectrum of
CHD in this region.
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direct formation of Z-HT from cyclohexane.[52] Such a re-
action likely occurs through stepwise hydrogen abstrac-
tion.
Comparison of the four fitness maps (each of which
represents several independent GA searches) revealed
differences in GA convergence and the complexity of the
fitness landscape within the chirp parameterization for
the different samples. It is apparent that GA searches to
optimize Z-HT formation in CHD in hexane converged
well to a region of negative linear chirp; high fitness
pulses are clustered around the best solutions, whereas
the fitness is low in other quadrants of the subspace. Posi-
tive chirp is not as effective at optimizing the formation
of Z-HT, indicating that the mechanism of control is not
simply to reduce peak power or increase pulse duration.
In neat hexane, where no multi-photon photochemistry is
observed, high fitness pulses are not clustered and the
searches do not appear to converge.
In contrast, GA searches converged for both CHD in
cyclohexane and neat cyclohexane samples, but to differ-
ent regions of the chirp space. Searches in neat cyclohex-
ane consistently converged to large values of positive
linear chirp and moderate values of positive quadratic
chirp. GA searches for CHD in cyclohexane also exhibit
clusters of high fitness pulses, but that repeated searches
converge to different regions suggests a more complex
underlying parameter space. Additionally, clusters in the
region of chirp space optimal for solvent photochemistry
suggest that the GA is pressured by the competing sol-
vent reaction. In the face of this complexity, the “opti-
mal” pulse shapes may actually represent compromise
solutions for both the CHD ring-opening and the cyclo-
hexane pathway to Z-HT. Alternatively, the different op-
timal solutions may reflect the influence of a level set de-
scribing the range of optimal solutions.[29] There need not
be a unique mechanism.
Similarly, fitness landscapes for low orders of chirp
were constructed from GA data where the adaptive con-
trol experiment sought to optimize excited state absorp-
tion in the NLAS of LD690.[80] The fitness landscapes and
the fitness evaluated during scans of linear chirp are
shown in Figure 5 (Top). The fitness landscapes exhibited
clustering similar to the previous example. Comparison of
the fitness landscape based on these two data sets shows
that the high fitness pulses from the GA search are not
well approximated by linear chirp alone. The best GA
pulse for maximizing excited state absorption has a quad-
ratic phase coefficient similar to the best linear chirp
from the scan, but also has a significant cubic contribu-
tion to the phase. Furthermore, minimizing excited state
absorption leads to pulses closer to the transform limit.
For minimization there are notable differences in the
NLAS observed using the best GA pulse compared to
linear chirped pulses, particularly on the blue edge of the
spectrum (see Figure 3). A scan of third order phase
would help determine whether quadratic chirp is actually
a control parameter.
3.1.3. Intuitive Parameter Reduction: A Search
Parameterization Inspired By Chirp
It is also possible to carry out the experimental search
itself within an intuitive, reduced-parameter space. For in-
stance, GA searches have been carried out in orders of
chirp[29] or by using Legendre polynomials.[27] Here we
discuss a particularly intuitive 2-parameter basis used by
Vogt et al. to investigate a pump–dump mechanism.[30]
They apply a V-shaped phase function across the laser
spectrum. The spectral phase is linear up to some point
Figure 5. Two-dimensional fitness landscapes parameterized in
orders of chirp. Pulse fitness is compared with the projection of
spectral phase onto linear and quadratic chirp. Fitness is indicated
by color with red corresponding to high fitness and blue corre-
sponding to low fitness. The black circles/stars represent the opti-
mal solutions found in different GA runs. Top: Maximization or
minimization of excited state absorption at 560 nm in LD690.[80]
The results of a linear chirp scan are shown as dots along the x-
axis. Middle: Optimization of photoproduct from CHD in hexane or
neat hexane. Two different fitness functions were used in the opti-
mization. The point labeled “2” is the optimal solution when a pen-
alty for solvent fragmentation is introduced into the fitness func-
tion.[53] Bottom: Optimization of photoproducts from CHD in cyclo-
hexane or neat cyclohexane. The solvent-only search of hexane
sampled a much larger region of phase space. The dashed square
corresponds to the space plotted in the other three maps.
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(dubbed the spectral break point) at which the sign of the
slope of the linear phase is reversed. By adjusting the fre-
quency of the spectral break point and the slope of the
linear phase, they create two pulses with different colors
and relative delay. Vogt et al. used this parameterization
in a GA optimization of the excitation efficiency of
IR140. It is known from the work of Shank that linearly
chirping the excitation pulse affects excitation efficiency
via an intrapulse pump–dump mechanism.[81] Vogt et al.
found that colored double pulses can also be used to con-
trol the excitation efficiency via the same mechanism.
Additionally, since only two parameters are needed, the
search space is easily scanned to create a fitness land-
scape.
3.2. Multivariate Analysis
If the pulses are represented by a string of n numbers,
then we can consider the pulses to be vectors in an n-di-
mensional vector space, with each vector mapping to a fit-
ness value. We then have a variety of standard statistical
techniques available to answer questions about the struc-
ture of the space, the nature of the pulses tested, and the
relationship between the structure of the space and fit-
ness. Two methods that have been successfully applied to
coherent control problems are principle components anal-
ysis (PCA)[73] (used in what White et al. dub Principle
Control Analysis) and partial least squares regression
(PLS) analysis.[72,75] The goal of both of these methods is
to find a transformation from the original space to a natu-
ral control basis, by which we mean a subspace spanned
by a minimum number of vectors needed to define the
active control space. In general, a global linear transfor-
mation is not adequate to diagonalize the control
space.[74] Unfortunately, unguided nonlinear dimension re-
duction is difficult. When a nonlinear transformation is
desired, a common approach is to first transform the data
and then use linear methods on the transformed data.
The guiding idea behind both Principal Control Analy-
sis and PLS is to find a linear subspace (or, more proper-
ly, an affine subspace) of the search space in which there
is both large variation in the genes (or a related parame-
terization) across the subspace and a substantial correla-
tion with the fitness. Intuitively, these are directions in
the search space which were both well-explored and
which correlated with fitness.
In principal control analysis, a principal component
analysis of the entire collection of genomes is followed by
an additional step to determine the correlation of each
principal component (PC) with fitness. PCA is a standard
statistical technique that finds the best m-dimensional
linear approximation (in a least-squares sense) to p-di-
mensional data, where m<p. The PCA consists of diago-
nalizing the covariance matrix of the genomes (or some
other representation of the pulses from the search). The
diagonalization is a unitary transformation to a new basis
in which there is no covariance, so that the variance in
the data may be explained by examining the variance
along individual directions. The eigenvectors of the cova-
riance matrix are referred to as principal components
(PCs) and the eigenvalues are the variance of the ge-
nomes along each PC direction. The “principal controls”
are then those PCs for which both the variance of the
data (PC eigenvalue) and the correlation of fitness with
projection onto the PC are large.
Principal Control Analysis applied to a number of GA
searches in CHD in hexane and cyclohexane identified
several features resembling low order polynomial phase
(Figure 6).[53] These features exhibited a weak correlation
with fitness, in agreement with the discussion about chirp
above. In contrast, negative second-order polynomial
phase was uncorrelated with fitness in solvent-only ex-
periments. Principal Control Analysis, while broadly
agreeing with the chirp analysis above, also suggests that
chirp is not the whole picture — the analysis indicates
that other pulse features also play an important role in
the formation of Z-HT from CHD in hexane (Figure 6c).
In PLS, both variance and fitness are used together to
determine “interesting” directions (although in general
PLS calculations tend to be dominated by the var-
iance).[82] Montgomery et al. used PLS to study multipho-
ton absorption by [Ru(dpb)3](PF6)2 in solution.
[49,72, 75]
[Ru(dpb)3](PF6)2 does not absorb at 800 nm, but can be
excited through multiphoton absorption. Excitation is de-
tected through spontaneous emission around 640 nm. A
beam of phase-shaped pulses at 800 nm was split, with
part of the beam incident on the [Ru(dpb)3](PF6)2 and
part of it going into a b-barium borate (BBO). GA
searches were performed to optimize the ratio of emis-
sion to SHG. An analysis of the pulses from the search
suggests that control arises from tuning of the two-photon
power spectrum towards the red.[49] By applying PLS to
the phase profile of the shaped pulses, it was found that 7
Figure 6. Principle components (PC) for CHD in cyclohexane (left),
for neat cyclohexane (center) and for CHD in hexane (right). Solid
line=PC 1, grey dashed line=PC 2, grey dotted line=PC 3, black
dot-dot-dashed line=PC 4. The bottom plots show the correlation
of the principle components with fitness.
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dimensions (of 208) were responsible for ~90% of the
variance of the fitness and that just three dimensions ac-
counted for 82% of the fitness variance. Searches con-
ducted in this lower-dimensional control basis converged
more quickly.[83] Montgomery et al. also implemented
a variation of PLS in which they used a single parameter
to model the fitness in a local region. To test the local
PLS model, single-parameter pulses were evaluated ex-
perimentally and their performance was found to be in
good agreement with prediction. Furthermore, the single-
parameter pulses appeared to be taking advantage of the
spectral control mechanism; spectral tuning of the two-
photon power spectrum toward the red was apparent in
the two-photon spectrum of these pulses. The PLS model
appears to have captured the physics responsible for con-
trol in this molecule.
Roslund et al. incorporate multivariate analysis into the
search itself by using the covariance matrix adaptation
variant of the derandomized evolutionary strategy
(DES).[84] In the DES, each genome maintains its own set
of strategy parameters that determine the likelihood of
a mutation in any given direction. As the search progress-
es, genomes update their strategy parameters by applying
PCA to successful mutations. In this way the DES
“learns” how fitness correlates with direction. When ap-
plied to the problem of shaping 800 nm pulses to maxi-
mize SHG in BBO, the DES converged up to 9 times
more rapidly than a bit-string encoded GA. In addition,
the local covariance information is available for post
facto analysis. In particular, the estimated covariance
matrix can be used to estimate the Hessian at an opti-
mum in the fitness landscape. In an experiment using
shaped 800 nm pulses to maximize population transfer
from the 5S!5P!5D states in atomic rubidium, Roslund
et al. used the estimated covariance matrix at the point of
maximum yield to estimate the Hessian. The first several
eigenvectors of the Hessian (the most yield-sensitive di-
rections) contained structure at wavelengths correspond-
ing to the relevant transitions in Rb (5S1/2!5P1/2!5D3/2
and 5S1/2!5P3/2!5D3/2,5/2). These eigenvectors form a re-
duced-dimensional subspace and could be used as the
basis for further investigation.
It is also possible to gain insight from a more tradition-
al PCA analysis. For example, by applying PCA to the
best pulses from many GA searches, it is possible to iden-
tify features common to the best pulses. The PCs form
a low-dimensional subspace approximation to the best
pulses. If the dimensionality is low enough, such a sub-
space can be exhaustively scanned. These ideas were re-
cently applied to a simulated pump–probe control experi-
ment in molecular iodine.[28] In the simulation, a shaped
27 fs, 550 nm pump pulse launched a wavepacket onto
the B state. A 225 nm probe at a fixed delay then trans-
ferred population from the B to the E state. The goal was
to maximize population transfer to the E state. PCA ap-
plied to the electric fields of the best pulses from 55 runs
indicated that the best solutions could be represented as
superpositions of two electric fields. In the time domain,
the two fields contained amplitude at the only two times
that would result in the launched wavepacket overlapping
with the probe pulse. By only varying the relative ampli-
tude and phase of these two basis fields, it was possible to
model the best pulses using only two parameters. An ex-
haustive scan of this two-parameter space confirmed that
the model successfully captured the essential physics of
the best pulses.
3.3. Chemical Modification
The methods described above involve analysis of data
sets obtained on a single system, searching for control pa-
rameters optimized for a given fitness function. Informa-
tion can also be extracted from comparison of chemically
similar systems. The comparison of the cyclohexadiene
ring opening reaction in hexane and cyclohexane provides
one simple example of such a comparison. The differen-
ces observed between CHD ring-opening in hexane and
cyclohexane have the potential to provide insight into
possible control mechanisms.
These experiments on CHD involved separate optimi-
zation runs in each system, which were compared after
the experiments were completed. Herek and coworkers
have described a systematic approach where the fitness
path optimized in one system is retraced in similar sys-
tems to extract information on the molecular mechanism
and the influence of external parameters on the mecha-
nism.[85]
The method proposed by van der Walle et al. was illus-
trated using a simple test case involving excitation of
Coumarin 6 in both polar and nonpolar solvents.[85] The
feedback signal for fitness was generated using the stimu-
lated emission of the dye between 510 nm and 595 nm,
1 ns after excitation. The stimulated emission signal is
a probe of the magnitude of the excited state population
produced by the pump pulse. The fitness landscape was
found to be the same in the nonpolar solvents, but dis-
tinctly different in polar solvents. In this case the mecha-
nism was known from the outset — arising from the sol-
vent shift of the absorption and emission spectra. The
same method, however, could be used in more complex
systems to unravel the molecular mechanism for control
of chemical reactions.
4. Summary and Outlook
Although learning algorithms are now commonly used to
find control pulses, the pulse features responsible for con-
trol and the mechanism of control often remain unclear.
In this paper we have reviewed how the interpretation of
coherent control experiments can be enhanced by making
use of information contained in the entire collection of
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pulse shapes evaluated during the course of a coherent
control experiment. Some of the techniques are physically
motivated (such as examining nonlinear power spectra
and chirp parameters) while others aim to model the
space and identify important features with a minimum of
a priori knowledge (multivariate statistical techniques).
While these methods are not a substitute for physical in-
tuition, they enhance physical intuition by aiding in visu-
alization and the identification of potentially interesting
pulse features.
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